Abstract. A discrete group of automorphisms of a domain in C is constructed so that the quotient is algebraic.
For fixed x W is a holomorphic function of (z" .. ., z¡) E D¡, the projection of D onto the first / coordinates.
Given an arbitrary quasi-projective algebraic variety A0 there is a Zariski open subset Ax e A0 such that the universal covering of Ax is a Bergman domain (cf. Griffiths [2] , Bers [1] ). In this note we prove a partial converse to the theorem above, namely that a discrete group of analytic automorphisms of D, obtained as an extension of certain Fuchsian groups of finite type, gives as quotient an algebraic variety.
Let ¡i be a measurable function in the upper half plane U with || n\\M < 1. We denote by WM the unique homeomorphic solution of the Beltrami equation dW/dz** [idW/dz fixing 0, 1 and oo, where ju. is extended by 0 to the lower half plane. The domains considered here are to satisfy the following additional property:
For any point i E D¡ there is a neighborhood i E V c D¡ and a holomorphic function a¡: V-> L?(U) such that Bi+l = W"<(z\U) for all zEV.
Consider an ascending chain of groups {1} = GQ>GX>-■ ■ >G" = G where G,+1 is a split extension G¡ by a Fuchsian group H¡ (0 < / < n -1). Assume further that there is an analytic function/: Z>,-» T(H¡) into the Teichmüller space of H¡, "coinciding" with a, in each neighborhood V, such that/ maps G, into a subgroup of the Teichmüller modular group Mod(H¡).
It is then possible (cf. Riera [4] ) to define by recurrence an action of Gi+X Proof. If <p¡, yp¡ denote fundamental regions for G¡ and H¡ respectively, then a fundamental region for Gi+, on Di+X is the set *+,-{(*,0/*efc,fe **««»)}.
It follows from the assumptions that the fundamental region of G"_x is compact; i.e., Z>"_./(/"_, is a compact manifold. The Bergman metric on ■£>"_! projects to the quotient and gives a Hodge metric; therefore Dn_x/G"_x is an algebraic variety (cf. Kodaira [3]).
The quotient U/Hn_x = S is a compact Riemann surface S from which Kn_x points a,,..., a* have been removed. Let Hn_x be a Fuchsian group representing S and let ax, . . . , aJS¡j_i G (7 project to ax, . . ., a^ in this representation. Now let w: lV-> (7 be a universal covering map of U \ {g(ap), 1 < p < Kn_x/g E Hn_x), that conjugates #"_, onto //"_,.
For fixed z E Dn_x let u denote a Beltrami differential in the class /"_ x(z) E T(H"_X). We project down to Hn_, by the formula |nr' /it' = ju to obtain a new function/: F>"_! -» T(Hn_x) associating z to /x. We observe that the points JF^(z)(ol,), 1 < /> < kn_x, are well defined since they are determined entirely by the class f(z). Thus we have constructed an extension G of Gn_x by Hn_x that acts on a domain Â Write M = D/G, M = D/G. Since M is compact there exist functions <f>.,..., <p" that embed M into Pf or some A': the image in P^ is an algebraic variety A0.
Finally, the functions z h+ ^,(z, »*"<%)), . . . , ^(z, ^"(*)(^))), 1 < ^ < ^"_,, induce regular mappings from the algebraic variety D"_x/G"_x into ^0..The image B is then a Zariski closed set in A0 and M is isomorphic to ^4, = A0 \ B.
